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A spin current is usually carried by electrons and generated due to the imbalance of up-spin and down-spin.
Here we investigate another type of spin current, which is carried by magnons. Using nonequilibrium Green’s-
function technique, we have derived a Landauer-Bu¨ttiker-type formula for spin current transport. The spin
current satisfies conservation condition and can be expressed in terms of the magnon Green’s functions of the
mesoscopic ferromagnetic isolating system. As an application of this theory, we study the magnon transport
properties of a two-level magnon quantum dot in the presence of the magnon-magnon scattering. By solving
the self-consistent equations, we obtain the nonlinear spin current as a function of the magnetochemical
potential. The spin current generated by using a parametric quantum pumping mechanism is also discussed.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.174403 PACS number~s!: 75.10.Jm, 75.40.Gb, 73.23.AdMesoscopic electronic transport has been widely studied1
for the last two decades. Many novel features including the
quantized conductance through a ballistic point contact dis-
covered by van Wees et al.2 and Wharam et al.3 are due to
the following two reasons. First, the length of the meso-
scopic system is smaller than that of electronic phase break-
ing so that electrons can keep their phase memory and elec-
tron wave coherence can play an important role. Second,
electrons are confined in certain dimensions, which gives the
quantized electronic energy level. It is natural to look for the
bosonic analogies of various mesoscopic electronic phenom-
ena. Indeed, many efforts have been predicted in this regard,
for example, Rego and Kirczenow4 theoretically predicted
quantized thermal conductance of dielectric quantum wires.
Schwab et al.5 found that the thermal conductance of the
nanobridge had an upper limit, set by the laws of quantum
mechanics. Sun et al.6 studied the four-terminal thermal con-
ductance, which exhibited a set of Onsager relations. All
these results demonstrate that the behavior of the lattice de-
gree of freedom in mesoscopic structures is nonclassical. In
this paper, we investigate another type of wave, the spin
wave, which can propagate coherently through a nanostruc-
ture. The relevant problem is the magnetization transport in
all kinds of magnetic systems,7–10 which attract wide inter-
ests both theoretically and experimentally. In particular,
Meier and Loss11 investigated the magnon transport in both
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic materials. They found
that the spin conductance was quantized in the units of order
(gmB)2/h in the antiferromagnetic isotropic spin-1/2 chains.
Schu¨tz et al.12 studied the persistent spin current in meso-
scopic Heisenberg rings. Although the spin current is widely
studied by many authors,13 it is mostly limited to the meso-
scopic electronic systems by making use of the imbalance of
spin-up and spin-down electrons. Here we will focus on the
magnon transport under the nonequilibrium condition. The
flow of magnons gives rise to the spin current. Suppose a
mesoscopic ferromagnetic system connected to two ferro-
magnetic leads, which can be described by a spin ferromag-
netic Heisenberg model. The difference in magnetic field be-
tween two ferromagnetic leads plays the role of the electric
chemical potential difference in the electric charge transport0163-1829/2004/69~17!/174403~5!/$22.50 69 1744and generates the spin current carried by the magnon, while
the electronic degree of freedom is totally frozen. We have
derived a Landauer-Bu¨ttiker-type formula for spin current
driven by the magnetochemical potential. The formula goes
beyond the linear-response limit and is also valid in the pres-
ence of the interaction between magnons. We have also con-
sidered the spin current generated by quantum pumping
mechanism. Numerical calculations show that the pumped
spin current increases with increasing of the temperature.
Let us begin with the following model Hamiltonian:
H5 (
ka5L ,R
@ek
01gmBBa#aka
† aka1Hcen$dn ,dn
†%
1(
kLn
@Tkaaka
† dn1c.c.# , ~1!
where aka
† and dn
† are the creation operators for the spin-
wave excitation magnon in the lead a and the central quan-
tum scattering region, respectively. They are bosonic opera-
tors and obey the commutation relations. The first term is the
Hamiltonian for lead a , in which ek
05uJuSk2 is the magnon
excitation spectrum,14 g is the gyromagnetic ratio, and mB is
the Bohr magneton. Ba is the constant magnetic field in the
lead a and can be turned conveniently from the experimental
point of view. Note that gmBBa plays the role of the electro-
chemical potential in the charge transport, and naturally we
call it magnetochemical potential. Similar to Ref. 11, we use
the notation Ba5B01DBa with B0@DBa . We do not write
down the explicit Hamiltonian form Hcen for the central scat-
tering region because our derivation in the following can
include the magnon-magnon interaction and has nothing to
do with the detailed interaction form. The third term stands
for the magnon tunneling part between the lead a and the
central region with the matrix element Tka . By using
Holstein-Primakoff transformation,
Siz5S2ai
†ai , ~2!
the spin current can be calculated from the left lead \51,15©2004 The American Physical Society03-1
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where Nˆ L5(kakL
† akL . From Heisenberg equation of motion,
the spin current can be rewritten as
IsL~ t !5i(
kn
@TkLn^akL
† ~ t !dn~ t !&2c.c.# . ~4!
Define the following lesser Green’s function:
GnkL
, ~ t ,t8!52i^akL
† ~ t8!dn~ t !&,
we can express the spin current as
IsL~ t !52(
kn
@TkLnGnkL
, ~ t ,t !1c.c.# .
Just like the derivation in Ref. 16, we can obtain
IsL5iE
Bm
‘ dE
2pTr$GL~E2gmBDBL!
3@GR~E !2GA~E !f L~E !2G,~E !#%, ~5!
where Bm5max$gmB(B01DBL),gmB(B01DBR)% and Ga(E) is
the linewidth function, which is defined as @Ga(E)#mn
[2p(kTkam* Tkand(E2eka). GR ,A ,,(E) are the Fourier
transformations of the retarded, advanced, and lesser Green’s
functions for the quantum scattering regime, respectively:
Gmn
R ,A~ t ,t8![7iu~6t7t8!^@dm~ t !,dn
†~ t8!#&,
Gmn
, ~ t ,t8![2i^dn
†~ t8!dm~ t !& ,
f a(E)51/exp@(E2gmBDBa)/kBT#21 is the Bose-Einstein
distribution function of the lead a . Equation ~4! is one of the
main results in this paper. First, this formulation goes beyond
the linear-response limit11 and expresses the spin current in
terms of the local magnon Green’s functions of quantum
scattering region. Second, this formulation is also valid in the
presence of the magnon-magnon interaction. Although this
formula looks similar to that of the charge transport, we must
note that the distribution function obeys Bose-Einstein statis-
tics. In addition, since the number of magnons is not con-
served, there is a lower limit in the energy integral. In the
mean-field approximation, we can further write the spin cur-
rent as follows by using the Keldysh equation G,
5GRS,GA. The self-energy Sr ,a ,, are related to the free-
magnon Green’s functions gka
r ,a ,, in lead a by the following
relation:
@Sr ,a ,,~E !#mn5(
ka
Tkam* Tkangka
r ,a ,,~E !
in which gka
r ,a ,,(E) are the Fourier transformation of
gka
r ,a ,,(t),
gka
r ,a~ t !57iu~6t !^@aka~ t !,aka
† ~0 !#&
57iu~6t !exp~2iekat !,17440gka
, ~ t !52i^aka
† ~0 !aka~ t !&52i f aexp~2iekat !.
A straight calculation gives the lesser self-energy S,(E)5
2i(aGa(E2gmBDBa) f a(E). We must point out that the
lesser self-energy sign for magnons is very different from
that of electrons. This reflects the fact that magnon is boson,
while electron is fermion. They satisfy the different commu-
tation relations. With this lesser self-energy, we have
IsL5E
Bm
‘ dE
2pTr$GL~E2gmBDBL!G
R~E !
3GR~E2gmBDBR!GA~E !%@ f L~E !2 f R~E !#
[E
Bm
‘ dE
2p T~E !@ f L~E !2 f R~E !# , ~6!
with
T~E ![Tr$GL~E2gmBDBL!GR~E !
3GR~E2gmBDBR!GA~E !%
being the transmission coefficient of the magnon. Obviously,
the spin current satisfies the conservation condition:
(a5L ,RIsa50, this is because we do not consider the spin
relaxation in our model calculation.
Magnetospin current. As the application of this theory, we
first consider the linear-response limit, which means that the
magnetochemical difference BL2BR[DB→0. In this case,
Eq. ~6! may be rewritten as
IsL52gmBDBE
Bm
‘ dE
2p T~E !
] f ~E !
]E , ~7!
which demonstrates that the magnetospin current is propor-
tional to the linear term of the external magnetochemical bias
DB . Especially, when the system is in ballistic regime, the
transmission coefficient satisfies T(E)[1, and the spin cur-
rent reduces to a very simple form
IsL5gmB f ~B0!DB/2p . ~8!
Hence the spin conductance G5gmB f (B0)/2p , which is ex-
actly same as a result in Ref. 11.15 Next, we consider a
single-magnon quantum dot17 with two energy levels and
calculate the spin current using Eq. ~6!. Suppose there is the
magnon-magnon interaction due to the nonlinear effect, we
have the following Hamiltonian:18
Hcen5e1d1
†d11e2d2
†d21g~d1
†d2
†d2
21d2
†d1
†d1
21c.c.!,
where e1,2 are the magnon energy levels, which can be
turned by an external magnetic field. The last term stands for
the magnon-magnon scattering with strength g . To calculate
the retarded Green’s function for the quantum scattering re-
gion, we treat the magnon-magnon interaction using the
mean-field procedure, i.e., g(d1†d2†d221d2†d1†d121c.c.)
’2g(^n1&1^n2&)(d1†d21c.c.), where ^n1,2& are the mean
occupation numbers in the two discrete levels, which can be
calculated self-consistently. By introducing the 232 matrix
retarded Green’s function
Gr~ t !52iu~ t !^@C~ t !,C†~0 !#& ,3-2
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d1), C†5(d1† ,d2†), one can easily obtain the re-
tarded Green’s function in Fourier space with the wideband
limit:16
Gr~E !5
1
S E2e11iG/2 22g~^n1&1^n2&!
22g~^n1&1^n2&! E2e21iG/2
D .
As for ^ni& , with i51,2, we have the following self-
consistent equation:
^ni&5iE dE2p Gii,~E !.
The above two equations and the expression of the spin
current form a closed solution to the magnon transport
problem. To get more physical insight, we now perform
some numerical calculations. We set two discrete energy
levels e150.6, e250.65, the linewidth functions are GL
5GR50.01 and the scattering strength of the magnon-
magnon is g50.02. In Fig. 1 we plot the density of state
~DOS![2(1/p)Tr$Im Gr(E)% versus the energy at different
temperatures b51 ~solid line!, 2 ~dashed line!, and 4 ~dotted
line!. The parameters of the lower limit in the integral are set
B050.2, DBL50.02, and DBR50. We find two resonant
peaks at E50.6 and 0.65, which correspond to the original
two bare levels e1 and e2, respectively. In addition, the
width and height of the peaks are not sensitive to the
temperature.19 In the inset of Fig. 2 we depict the self-
consistently calculated occupation numbers of the discrete
energy levels as the function of the temperature b ~bigger b
corresponds to smaller temperature!. When the temperature
decreases, the occupation number decays rapidly. In Fig. 2,
we plot the spin current as the function of the bias DB for the
different temperatures b51 ~solid line!, 2 ~dashed line!, and
4 ~dotted line!. Other parameters are chosen the same as
those in Fig. 1. The spin current increases with the bias mo-
notonously and exhibits the typical nonlinear feature. In ad-
dition, we can get the larger spin current for the higher tem-
perature because the more magnons participate in the
transport.
FIG. 1. The DOS dependence of the energy for the different
temperatures: b51 ~solid line!, b52 ~dashed line!, and 4 ~dotted
line!.17440Pumped spin current. Finally, we will discuss the quan-
tum pumping mechanism20 to generate the spin current by
setting BL5BR5B0. Similar to the charge quantum
pumping,21 although there are no magnetochemical potential
and temperature differences between two leads, a dc spin
current through a mesoscopic ferromagnetic scattering
region can be pumped out by periodically varying two
independent system parameters X1 and X2. For instance, we
can use the magnetic field as parameters, which can be
realized and readily controlled experimentally. In the slow
harmonic variation of parametric magnetic fields X1(t)
5gmBBp1;cos vt and X2(t)5gmBBp2cos(vt1F), the
adiabatic pumped spin current in a period t can be written
as20
Ia5
2i
t E0
t
dtE dE2p (b @] tSab~E ,t !Sab† ~E ,t !#]E f ~E !,
~9!
where Sab(E ,t) is the instantaneous magnon scattering ma-
trix element, t52p/v , and f (E) is the Bose-Einstein distri-
bution. In particular, when the pumping amplitude is small,
we have
Ips5vgmBBp1Bp2sin FE
B0
‘ dE
2p @2]E f ~E !#
3ImH ]S11* ~E !]X1 ]S11~E !]X2 1 ]S12* ~E !]X1 ]S12~E !]X2 J ,
~10!
where Sab are the magnon scattering matrix elements. In the
following, we will consider a spin current parametric quan-
tum pump which consists of a double barrier structure and
the units are fixed by setting gmB5(uJuS)215kB51.22 This
double barrier structure is modeled by the potential V(x)
5V1d(x1a)1V2d(x2a) with V15B11Bpcos vt, and V2
5B21Bpcos(vt1F). Because the motion of spin wave
obeys the Schro¨dinger equation, the advantage of this model
is that the retarded Green’s function Gr(x ,x8) can be ob-
tained exactly from the electron point of view,23 and there-
FIG. 2. The nonlinear spin current Is vs the magnetochemical
bias DB . Inset: the self-consistently calculated occupation numbers
^n1& ~solid line! and ^n2& ~dashed line! vs the temperature b .3-3
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Lee relation.24 Sab52dab1ivGab
r with v52k52AE the
magnon velocity:
S11~E !5211
~12r1!@12r2exp~4ika !#
12r1r2exp~4ika !
,
S12~E !5
~12r1!~12r2!exp~2ika !
12r1r2exp~4ika !
,
where r j5iB j /(2k1iB j) with j51,2. Having these scatter-
ing matrix elements, we can get the pumped spin current for
the symmetry barriers (B15B25B) after a little algebra:
Ips5vBp
2sin FE
B0
‘ dE
2p S 2 ] f ~E !]E D utu
2
u12r2exp~4ika !u4
3Im$~12r !2exp~4ika !@12r*exp~24ika !#2%,
~11!
where r5iB/(2k1iB) and t52ik/(2k1iB)2. In Fig. 3, we
plot the pumped spin current as a function of the temperature
b at the different lower limit in the integral B050.1 and
B050.5. Here we have set the strength of the double barrier
B520B0, the width of the double barrier 2a5200, and the
amplitude of the pumping Bp50.1. The pumping frequency
is set v50.01 and the difference of the phase is chosen to be
p/2. We find that the spin current decreases very quickly
when b is increased. Physically, this is because the excited
magnon numbers decay exponentially as the temperature de-
creases. Especially, when the temperature tends to zero, there
is no magnon excitation, and therefore the pumped spin cur-
rent becomes zero. In addition, we find that only the lower-
energy magnons contribute to the pumped current due to the
presence of the factor ]E f (E). Therefore, when we change
the lower limit in the integral from B050.1 to B050.5, the
pumped spin current becomes much smaller. Beyond the
adiabatic approximation and for the finite parametric ampli-17440tude case, we can use the real-space Green’s-function ap-
proach in Ref. 25. This is beyond the scope of this work.
In summary, we have given a quantum transport theory of
spin current for the mesoscopic ferromagnetic system. The
spin current is carried by the magnon and can be expressed
by the local magnon Green’s functions of the mesoscopic
ferromagnetic system. The formula is also valid in the pres-
ence of the interaction between magnons in the quantum
scattering region. The magnetochemical potential difference
and a quantum pumping mechanism are proposed to generate
the spin current. Because the spin current can be detected by
its induced electric field11,26 or by spin quantum Hall effect
proposed by Hirsch,27 we believe the study of the magnon
transport will open a new subfield in mesoscopic systems.
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